Full-stack Developer for trailblazing defence product
Are you passionate about developing software that makes a difference for thousands of
soldiers in the field? Are you interested in Java, JavaFX and AngularJS? If so, then seize the
opportunity to become a developer in our Defence Department.
Your code will give soldiers vital information
As a Full-stack Developer, you will become a key player in one of our flagship defence products, SitaWare Frontline.
The product provides deployed soldiers with an overview of the field and the precise location of troops. Your code
will make a difference by helping to ensure effective decision-making. Your job will involve responsibility for a broad
spectrum of development assignments which will employ a diverse range of technologies. You’ll be responsible for
developing new features for SitaWare Frontline and for the continuous improvement of the existing code and
development environment. You’ll become part of an agile and self-motivated team of over 30 talented colleagues
and get the chance to become a scrum master or move into a technical architect role, if you want to go in that
direction.
Your duties will include:




producing quality code that is easy to maintain and understand
developing new features for SitaWare Frontline
improving the existing code

Inspiring professional community
At Systematic, our emphasis is on making everything better. We are passionate about making a difference.This is
why we dare to challenge and develop ourselves and each other. We share our knowledge about our processes and
are always on the lookout for ways to be smarter and develop even better solutions. Together we focus on building a
culture in which everyone can make decisions that make sense in day-to-day life.You are challenged on a daily basis,
and close co-operation is paramount in ensuring that we make a difference to the world we live in.
Experienced developer and team player
We expect you to have a background in engineering or computer science and to have at least five years’ experience
in software development. You’re also eager to join a highly qualified team working in an agile environment that
teaches you something new every day.
You will stand out as being:





experienced in Java, JavaFX and AngularJS or general Javascript development within a single-page web
application
able to lead your team in specifying and developing the solution
able to work analytically and to take pride in understanding and solving complex challenges
willing to continually improve and evolve and to help others to do the same

Furthermore, you are fluent in both written and spoken English.
We work with security-classified projects, and therefore, you as an employee at Systematic need to have security
clearance.
To apply for this position please submit your application and CV to: mbu@workindenmark.dk
Mark the e-mail: “Full-stack Developer for trailblazing defence product”

